Ignition in five, four, three, two, one.

Ignition. Throttle up. Main stage.

Ascent.

(Engine noise)

Good control.

(Engine noise)

100 meters. Good control.

(Engine noise)

200 meters. Good engine. Good control.

Doppler off nominal. No action.

(Engine noise)

HDS operate.

(Engine noise)

Good control.
00:00:47,679 --> 00:00:54,640
(Engine noise)

00:00:54,640 --> 00:00:55,679
Safe site complete.

00:00:56,560 --> 00:01:39,319
(Engine noise)

00:01:39,319 --> 00:01:40,139
Descent final.

00:01:40,140 --> 00:01:43,920
(Engine noise)

00:01:43,920 --> 00:01:45,480
Shutdown.

00:01:48,998 --> 00:01:50,328
Engine shutdown. Test complete.